DTS Software Update – May 15, 2010

I. DTS Software Update

This software update upgraded DBSign to DBSign – Universal Web Signer. For more information on this upgrade including frequently asked questions, please review the document posted at: https://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/DTSOutreach/DB_Sign-Universal_Web_Signer.pdf.

Additionally, this software update resolved several issues related to printing, the Import/Export module, and Centrally Billed Accounts (CBA) including:

- DTSP-4842 - Import/Export : Log stack trace for error processing reject document
- DTSP-4800 - ISE - Class: java.util.ArrayList Method: printDocument
- DTSP-4776 - Default Form - various issues
- DTSP-4635 - DEAMS CP 100013: DEAMS SDN construction
- DTSP-4561 - Import/Export - TAW not being applied at Auto-Approve
- DTSP-4538 - TAW not being applied 100% at Approval
- DTSP-4521 - Import/Export - Incorrect LOA Split-Rental car and mileage applied to CBA LOA
- DTSP-4439 - CBA - Initiate Amendment from CBA failed to amend current voucher.
- DTSP-4290 - CBA - Invoice will not auto-reconcile due to empty ticket that is carried over
- DTSP-4284 - I/E Unable to update TSA information when a dependent is present in the traveler’s profile. My TSA Information defaults to the dependent’s data
- DTSP-3484 - ITA: Upgrade to QPX version 4.1
- DTSP-3441 - CBA - CarryOver Invoice in Archive Status and not applying to next open invoice
- DTSP-3428 - CBA - Screen freezes or times out when reconciling credit transaction by TANUM on "See Attached Ticket 1" where debit was matched and paid.
- DTSP-3388 - Import/Export - Auto Approved document auto-approved with pre-audits
- DTSP-3050 - CBA transactions with all-zero ticket numbers are grouped and locked by mistake
- DTSP-2929 - SQL Analysis - TICKET - Query by FRED may be executed for a long time when ticknum values is supplied as "See Attached..."
- DTSP-2749 - SQL Analysis - TICKET,VCHSTAT - no u#issn shadow column in the WHERE clause, optimize for performance